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Overview
Although our position on the US market is that the
S&P500 will likely provide a return in the mid to high
single digits for 2015 we thought it would be interesting to
examine two scenarios that might surprise to the upside
later this year: 1) a potential bubble in US market valuations and, 2) a delay by the US Fed in raising rates. This
is particularly timely since, as of this writing, the S&P500
is down c.-1.5% while Emerging Markets, the World
Markets ex US and the Euro Zone are all positive year to
date. Notably, the Euro Zone has risen from zero to well
over 7.0% since the ECB’s announcement of Quantitative
Easing.
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CHARTS 1-3.

1

I. Potential Equity Market
Valuation Bubble:
Although expensive on an
absolute basis, the US markets
are still inexpensive relative to
other asset classes. As shown
in Chart #1 the earnings yield of
the S&P500 relative to the BAA
yield, the average corporate
yield, is one standard deviation
above its 20 year mean and
near historical highs. Higher
valuations could also be supported by the fact that the
volatility of earnings estimates
are below long term averages,
Chart #2; that financial stresses
as illustrated by the St. Louis
Fed Index are near historical
lows, Chart #3; and, that the
Stanford University Macro
Uncertainty Index is at a six
year low (not shown).
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CHARTS 4-6.

The precipitous decline in oil
prices since the middle of 2014
is currently causing additional
volatility in the US markets. It is
likely that the net overall benefit to the US economy could
be neutral to a slight positive.
It is, however, instructive to
examine past periods when oil
prices have fallen because of
supply increases as opposed
to demand declines (i.e. recessions) and observe that the US
markets have rallied strongly
after oil prices found their
trough. See Charts #4 and
#5 for periods when markets
rallied 22% and 30% after the
bottom in oil. The transmission
mechanism between lower oil
and higher equity valuations is
two-fold. As shown on Chart #6
there has been a very tight correlation between the price of oil
and inflation expectations. With
lower inflation central banks
have more room for monetary
easing e.g. the Bank of England
has delayed raising rates, the
ECB is embarking on a program
of QE, India has lowered rates
and China is set to do the same.
Additionally, the fall in oil prices
is now expected to add at least
1.0% to Global GDP growth!
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CHART 7. Finally, we may be entering a period of extraordinary supply side innovation which will

increase output and lower the cost curve for corporations. This is being led by the Internet,
Broadband and Big Data which is growing as Moore’s Law dramatically lowers the price of high speed
solid state memory and processing. As shown on Chart #7 this could be similar to the late 19th, early
20th century when for 50 years inflation declined or was flat while the equity markets provided a real
return of 6.6% compounded! During this period the Bessemer steel process was invented, tinned
foods developed and the Suez Canal was opened.
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CHARTS 8-9.
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II. The Potential That The Fed
Does not Raise Rates Until 2016.
Our view along with the consensus view is that the Fed
will raise rates sometime in
mid-2015. The contra view,
however, suggests that there
are a number of factors which
may cause the Fed to delay.
First is inflation. December’s
headline CPI was a low 0.76%
due to falling energy and commodity prices in combination
with modest wage growth. Of
greater concern to the Fed,
however, is that inflation expectations, as shown in Chart #8,
are at a level below where they
were when the Fed began its
last two QE programs i.e. at a
level when they should be considering easing monetary policy.
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The strengthening US $ is also
having an indirect impact on
monetary policy. As shown in
Chart #9 the rising dollar(green
line, inverted) is closely linked
to falling inflation. Additionally
the OECD has projected that
a 5% increase in the US$ has
the same dampening effect of
an increase of 1.0% in interest rates…both of which would
lower GDP growth by 0.5%
two years out. As the US $
continues to strengthen it is
essentially having the same
impact as the Fed tightening
monetary policy.
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CHARTS 10-11.

The increase in non-farm
payrolls in 2014 has been particularly strong and has brought
the U3 and U6 unemployment
and partially unemployed
rates to the lowest level since
the recession ended. This
is an argument by the monetary hawks for an earlier
rate increase. Unfortunately,
as shown on Chart #10, the
improvement in payrolls has not
been followed by a strengthening in wages which only grew
by a little over 1.5% year/
year this past December. The
Employment Cost Index (ECI)
as represented by the orange
line did increase but remains
well below the levels of past
cycles. Unless wage growth
improves this could be another
reason for the Fed to delay a
rate rise until 2016. The jobs
and wages picture may also
be darkened a little by the
decline in activity in the Oil &
Gas sector. Capital expenditures in this sector which are
currently around 1.0% of GDP
are forecasted to drop to 0.5%.
Furthermore, as shown in Chart
#11, energy accounted for 5%
of all job growth since 2010 but
may now fall by 6.0% to match
the decline in drilling activity.
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In conclusion, the Fed may not want to further burden the economy if a major sector such as energy
is downsizing; the US$ is making US companies less competitive; wage growth has been tepid; and,
inflation and inflation expectations are well below the Fed’s target of 2.0%. Should the Fed delay
increasing rates and the equity valuation factors referenced above persist than the equity markets
should continue to outperform other asset classes.
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